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ABSTRACT. An algorithm for simultaneous determination of pressure and tempera-
ture distribution in oil-producing tube flow and the counter flow in gas-lift annulus has 
been proposed. The algorithm is based on a double loop iterative procedure and shooting 
method. The two-phase fiow calculation for pressure Used in the algorithm is baSed on 
improved methods of Beggs and Brills, Or.kiuewski or Hagedorn a.nd Brown. The numer-
ical implementation for an example is presented to assure the applicability of proposed 
algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of accurately predicting pressure drops in oil-producing well 
has been developed in the last 50 years. In general, heat transfer calculations 
were not been considered, and the temperature distribution was usually assumed 
to be linear between the surface temperature and bottom hole temperature. In 
many cases this assumption will not introduce significant errors. Nevertheless, the 
heat transfer calculations can be very important when the liquid rate of a well is 
changed, in gas-lift:-injection wells, flow of nigh paraffin oil, etc. 
Various algorithms for coupling pressure and heat losses calculation in oil-
producing well were presented in [1, 2]. These algorithms have been performed 
without considering the case of counter flow of gas in gas-lift annulus. 
This paper presents an algorithm for simultaneous calculation of pressure and 
heat losses in oil-producing tube. as well as in gas-lift annulus. Assuming the liquid 
production rate and gas injection rate are known, the pressure and temperature 
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distributions in th~ producing tuLc and gas-lift annulus can be determined if a giv-
en set of boundary conditions is sufficient, i.e. the set of conditions on the surface 
or in the reservoir. For example, the well-head pressure, well-bottom temperature, 
injection depth and th~ surface temperature of injection gas make a sufficient set 
of boundary. conditions. In this case, the most important quantities need to be 
determined .are th.e well-bottom pressure, well-head temperature, surface injection 
pressure, and the temperature and pressure at the injection point, i.e. at -the 
injection valve .. 
At first, the basic equations that describe the flow and heat exchange in. pro-. 
ducing tube and in the gas-lift annulus are presented, and the boundary conditions 
will be discussed. The effects of the phase transition such as paraffin crystallisa-
tion and vaporisation are taken into account in the pressure equations as well as 
in the temperature equations. 
Next, the algorithm for one case of the boundary conditions will be present-
ed. Some known methods such as Beggs and Brills method[l, 3], Orkiszewski 
method[l, 4], and Hagerdorn and Brown[l] method are improved and used in the 
algorithm for solution of two-phase flow equations in the producing tube. 
At the end, some results of calculation for one producing well are presented 
and conclusions are given. 
2. Basic equations and boundary conditions 
Figure 1 presents a schematic diagram of producing well with gas-lift injection. 
Zo ·-········-··-------
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Fig.1. Schematic diagram of 
a oil-producing well 
Injection 
Gas 
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I. Producing tube 
II. Gas-lift annulus 
III. First casing 
IV. Second casing 
V. Ground 
Fig. e. Well cross-section 
Gas is continuously injected into tube through a gas-lift valve at a fixed depth Zgt· 
The injected gas is conducted to the valve through an annulus, which is modelled 
by equivalent circular pipe with hydraulic and thermal equivalent diameters. The 
flow in the producing tube is a multi-phase flow and the gas-liquid ratio is increased 
from the valve to the surface. 
Under the steady conditions, the equations for pressure and temperature cal-
culation in producing tube and in gas-lift annulus can be written as presented 
below. 
2.1. Pressure and temperature equations in producing tube 
a. Pressure equation 
The total pressure gradient of fluid flowing in a pipe inclined at a given angle 
(J from horizontal, can be considered to be composed of three distinct components, 
that is [1]: 
dpo (dpo) (dpo) (dpo) 
dz = dz el + dz 1 + dz ace (2.1) 
where ( d::) el = 9Ptp sin (J is the component due to potential energy or elevation 
. (dp0 ) /tpPiv'!.1 . change (hydrostatic component); dz 
1 
= 2D fcorr IS the component due 
f . . I ( dpo ) pvdv . h d k' . ch to nct10n osses. -d = -d- 1s t e component ue to met1c energy ange 
Z ace Z 
or convective acceleration (This component is negligible for most practical cases). 
And under several simplifying assumptions it can be expressed as following[3], [4]: 
( dpo) = _ PtpVmVsg dpo dz ace Po dz 
The quantities Ptp, PI, Vml and fcorr are determined dependently by flow 
pattern and method of calculatio~s (see Appendix A). 
b. Temperature equation 
The total temperature gradient in producing tube can be considered to be 
composed of five distinct components, that is [2]: 
where 
dto (dt0 ) (dto) (dto) (dto) (dto) 
-- - + - + - +- + -dz - dz p dz ex dz Lg dz Ll dz 1 
(
dt0 ) = [apALTo + (1- AL)(1 + t]pTo)] dp0 
dz p CpwPn dz 
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(2.2) 
is the component due to expansion of the gas and the liquid~ 
( dto) _1rDkr(· ) - to- te:z; dz ex WtCpw . 
is the heat loss to surroundings; 
for z < Zgl 
for z :2::: Zgl 
( dto) = -Lg!!:__((1- AL)Pg) dz Lg dz CpwPn 
is the component due to vaporisation. 
( dt0 ) -L d(AL£p) dz Lf- 1 dz CpwPn 
is the component due to paraffin crystallisation. 
is the component concerned friction losses. 
kr is the overall heat transfer coefficient, which can be determined as presented 
in Appendix B. 
2.2. Pressure and temperature equations in gas-lift annulus 
The flow of gas in the gas-lift annulus can be modelled by flow of gas in a 
circular pipe with a hydrodynamic equivalent diameter used for calculation of the 
friction component and with a thermal equivalent diameter used for calculation 
of overall heat transfer coefficient. According to these assumptions, the equations 
for pressure and temperature in the gas-lift annulus can be written as following 
[2]: 
a. Pressure equation 
21 + T/pTg dtg (_!_ - 21 - eT) dpg - I w 2 • 8 
w Tg dz + p9 w Pg dz - g 2(D2- Dt) + gsm 
(2.3) 
b. Temperature equation 
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where 
w = ( 2 2) , 
1T' D2- D1 Pg 
_ 1 (az,) 
""- zg ar ' 
eT = ._!_ (8Zg) • 
Zg 8p r 
(2.5) 
The equivalent diameters for determination of / 1 and kr, a.re: 
(2.6} 
and 
D - D~ - D~ (2.7) 
teq- 2D2 
respectively. 
The determination of overall heat transfer coefficient kr
11 
is presented in Ap-
pendix B. 
2.3. Conditions at gas-lift valve 
In steady condition a valve can be considered as a pipe with three equiva-
lent parameters: the equivalent length Leqi the equivalent diameter Deq and the 
equivalent cross-section area Aeq. 
The pressure difference between the annulus and producing tube at injection 
point can l;>e calculated according to following expression: 
G 
where w = g 
AeqPg 
P w2 ~p= -~ -'-L 19 2D eq eq (2.8) 
The temperature of flowing liquid in the tube at the injection point may be 
considered as discontinuous and can be determined by the relation: 
(2.9) 
where to+ and t 0 - a.re the temperatures of the fluid above and under the valve 
respectively. 
2.4. Boundary conditions 
Assuming the producing liquid rate and gas injection rate are known, the 
sufficient boundary conditions for determination of pressure and temperature dis-
tribution in producing tube and in gas-lift annulus can be formulated as following: 
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• ·for the producing tube: pressure. and temperature either at the inlet or 
at the outlet of the tube must be required. It is not necessary that pressure and 
temperature must be known at the same end of the tube. There are, therefore, 
four possibilities of boundary conditions for this case: 
1. Pressure and temperature are known at the top (outlet) of producing tube 
2. Pressure and temperature are known at the bottom (inlet) of producing 
tube 
3. Pressure at the top (outlet) and temperature at the bottom (inlet) of 
producing tube are known 
4. Pressure at the bottom (inlet) and temperature at the top (outlet) of 
producing tube are known 
• for gas-lift annulus: the temperature of injected gas at the surface must be 
required. Since the gas injection rate and the characteristic parameters of valve 
are given, the pressure of injected gas at the surface is, therefore, dependent on 
the position of the valve. If the pressure at surface is known then the position of 
the valve can be determined, and in reverse, if the position of valve is given then 
the pressure. at surface can be determined. For the gas-lift annulus are, therefore, 
. . 
two possibilities: 
1. The temperature and pressure of injected gas at surface are given 
2. The temperature of injected gas at surface and position of the valve are 
gtven 
The combination of the conditions for the producing tube and for gas-lift 
annulus makes eight sets of sufficient boundary conditions, which is summarised 
in the Table 1. 
Table 1. Eight sets of boundary conditions 
Set Producing tube Gas-lift annulus 
number at Top at Bottom at Surface Valve 
temp. press. temp. press. temp. press. position 
1 known known known known 
2 known known known known 
3 known known known known 
4 known known known known 
5 known known known known 
6 known known known known 
1 known known known known 
8 known known known known 
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In practice, the condition of imposing the temperature at the top of producing 
tube is very sensible condition. That means a little change in the temperature in 
the top causes a magnifical change of temperature at the bottom. Otherwise, the 
temperature at the top is strongly dependent on the liquid rate, so the condition 
of imposing this temperature is not commonly advised. Hence, the boundary 
conditions set 3-6 can be rejected from consideration. 
The remained problems with the boundary conditions set 1, 2, 7 or 8 have 
practical meanings and are worth for consideration. 
Now the procedure for solution of the problem with the boundary conditions 
1 will be presented below. The problems with the sets 2, 7 or 8 may be treated 
similarly. 
3. Procedure of solution 
3.1. Mathematical formulation 
The considered problem can be written in the form of a system of non-linear 
ordinary differential equations as following: 
} for zo < z < Zt 
} for zo < z < z9t 
Po(zo) = Poza, 
to(zt) = tozt, · 
tg(zo) = toza 
and the condition at injection point z = zgt 
Pg- Po= Fval(tg,Pg,Po) 
to-CpwWt + tgCpgGg to+ = __:::___.!:,..;::.___::___~=--~ 
Cpw Wt + CpgG g 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where FPo, Ft0 , Fp 11 , Ft11 and Fva.l are no-linear functions determined by (2.1), 
(2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.8) respectively. 
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3.2. Finite difference formulation 
Dicretize the z variable by zo, z1, ... , Zn such that zo = zo, Zn = Zt and 
Az = Zi+l - Zi fori= 0, 1, ... , n- 1. 
An approximation to the function 6 at the point Zi will be denoted by: 
(3.5) 
The equations (3.1)-(3.2) approXimated implicitly by backward Euler approx-
imations will get the form: 
Pgi+l - Pgi 
Az 
tgi+l - tgi 
Az 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
The finite dift'erence equations (3.6)-(3.9) are strongly non-linear. And an 
iterative procedure will be used for solving this system of non-linear equations. 
3.3. The iterative procedure 
The iterative procedure with double loop is used for solving the system of non-
linear finite difference equations (3.6)-(3.9). The inner loop is used for pressure 
calculations (with the iterative index l), and the outer loop is used for temperature 
calculations (with the iterative index k). 
Assuming the values of temperature and pressure are known in k-th iterative 
. h (A:) (k) (k) (k) 
step at pomt zi+l' t at means the values POi+l' tOi+l' Pgi+l' tgi+l are known. 
The inner iterative loop with index l allows to determine the pressure values in 
the following way: 
S t k,O (k) k,O (k) Th I f . l 1 th 't t' e Poi+ I = Poi+l, Pgi+l = Pgi+l' eva ues o pressure m + - 1 era tve 
step are obtained from the equations: 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
The convergence of this loop gives the values: 'PJ:11 and p9~kJ 1 , which will be 
used for the outer loop. 
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Similarly, for the outer loop, the values of temperature in the k + 1-th step 
can be calculated from the equations: 
-(/c) 
(lc+l) _ . ( . . _(/c) (/c) Poi+l -Poi) 
toi+l -to,+ lizFto to,+l/2, Poi+l/2' tgi+l/2' liz (3.12) 
-(/c) 
(k+l) _ . ( (/c) _ (k) Pgi+l - Pgi (/c) ) 
tgi+l - tg, + lizFtfl tgi+1/2'Pgi+l/2~ liz 'tOi+l/2 • (3.13) 
The convergence of this loop gives the solution at point Zi+ 1 : 
-(k) ~(lc) 
Poi+l = Poi+l, Pgi+l = Pgi+l 
(k+l) (lc+l) 
toi+l = t 0i+1 , tgi+l = tgi+l 
3.4:. Using the shooting method 
The iterative algorithm described above uses the values of point Zi to calculate 
the values of point Zi+t· While the boundary conditions sets 1, 2 or 7, 8 do 
not give the conditions at the same point (at the top or bottom of the tube). 
Some boundary conditions are, therefore, to be assumed to start the calculation 
loops, and the shooting method has to be used for getting the given boundary 
conditions. For the boundary conditions set 2, the temperature on the top of 
producing tube and the .injection pressure at the surface are to be assumed, then 
the temperature at bottom of producing tube and the position of the gas-lift valve 
can be determined. And an iterative procedure like the shooting method [6) will 
be used for matching the given temperature at bottom and given position of the 
valve. 
4. Example of calculation 
The algorithm described above is realized in a computer program and applied 
for one producing well with gas-lift injection. The main characteristic parameters 
of the well are given below: 
Oil rate: 
Gas rate: 
Gas injection rate: 
Depth of gas-lift valve: 
Pressure at top of producing tube: 
Temperature of liquid at bottom: 
Temperature of injected gas at surface: 
Length of producing tube: 
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72.02(m3 /day) 
12243(m3 /day) 
6446(m3 /day) 
3600(m) 
4(atm) 
137.8(°C) 
28(°C) 
3850(m) 
The results of calculation art presented in figure 3. The calculated values at 
boundaries are good in comparison with the measured data: 
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Fig. 3. Pressure and temperature distributions of the tube and annulus 
Measured Calculated Error(%) 
Pressure at bottom of prod. tube (atm) 66.64 63.2 5.16 
Temp. at top of prod. tube (°C) 39 42.57 -9.15 
The pressure and temperature at which the gas-lift valve is operating can be 
determined: 
Temp. at operating gas-lift valve 
Press. at operating gas-lift valve 
134.4 (°C) 
65.03(atm) 
This information is important for gas-lift design of the well. 
The computer program allows to analyse the contributions of each component 
in pressure equation (2.1), and the temperature equation {2.2) at each point of 
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the producing tube. The contributions of components change significally along 
the tube. And it can be seen in the figure 4 and 5 
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5. Conclusion 
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Fig. 5. Component fraction of total pressure change 
The algorithm for solving simultaneously the system of equations governing 
the hydrodynamic and thermal processes in producing tube and gas~lift annulus 
was presented. The algorithm was based on double loop iterative procedure to 
solve the system of non-linear finite difference equations. An iterative procedure 
based on shooting method was been also used for the case of comP,licated boundary 
conditions. 
The algorithm was. implemented by a co:rnputer program on PC, and the 
results of calculations of an example show that it can be used for multi-purposes 
analysis of oil producing well. 
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Nomenclature 
A area m2 
Cp specific heat Jjkg 
Cwp effective specific heat of flowing fluid in tube Jjkg 
Cpg specific heat of injected gas Jjkg 
D inner diameter of proc. tube m 
D1 outer diameter of proc. tube m 
D2 inner diameter of first casing m 
fn friction factor 
g acceleration of gravity mjsec2 
Gg mass rate of injected gas kg/m3 
HL liquid holdup 
kr overall heat transfer coeff. for producing tube wjm°C 
kTg overall heat transfer coeff. for gas-lift'anmilus wjm°C 
Lg latent heat of vaporisation Jjkg 
Lf latent heat of paraffin crystallisation Jjkg 
M molecule weight kg 
p pressure Pas 
Po pressure of iquid in proc. tube Pas 
Pg pressure of injected gas Pas 
Qg gas volumetric rate rri3 /sec 
Qo oil volumetric rate m 3 /sec 
Qt total volumetric rate m3 jsec 
Ti inner radius m ro outer radius m 
to temperature of liquid in proc. tube oc 
tg temperature of gas in gas-lift annulus oc 
v velocity • m/sec 
Vag superficial gas velocity mjsec 
Vao superficial oil velocity m/sec · 
VaL - superficial liquid velocity m/sec 
Vm --total superficial velocity mjsec 
w gas velocity in gas-lift annulus m/sec 
Wt total mass velocity kg/sec 
z elevation referred to datum m 
Zg Z-factor of gas 
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ep paraffin content in fluid kg/m3 
Ag gas void fraction (non-slip) 
AL liquid holdup (non-slip) 
11- viscosity Pas.sec 
1-'g gas viscosity Pas.sec 
11-o oil viscosity Pas.sec 
J.I.L effective liquid viscosity Pas.sec 
p density kg/m3 
Pg gas density kg/m3 
Po oil density kg/m3 
PL effective liquid density kg/ma 
Pn non-slip two-phase density kg/m3 
Pm two-phase density kg/m3 
Appendix A. Determination of two-phase flow parameters 
The values of quantities in equation (2.1), i.e. the value of function Fpo (t0 ,po) 
can be determined by known methods based on empirical correlations for liquid 
holdup HL and friction factor /tp such as Beggs and Brills method, Orkiszewski 
method and Hagerdorn and Brown method [1], [3], [4]. 
1. Determination of friction component 
( dpo) _ ltpP JV-:nf f dz f- 2D corr 
• Beggs and Brill method 
1. P! = Pn = PLAL + PgAg 
2. /tp = es In; In= ln(NRe); N _ PnVmD Re-
3. Vmf = VsL + Vsg = Vm 
4. lcorr = 1.0 
where s is a correlation factor (see [3]). 
• Orkiszewski method 
* for bubble flow 
1. pj=PL 
J.Ln 
N - PLVLD 2. ltp =In; In= fn(NRe); · Re-
IJ-L 
3. Vmf = A(1- Fg) 
4. lcorr = 1.0 
where Fg is the void fraction of gas. 
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* for slug flow 
1. P!=PL 
2. ltp = lni In= ln(Nne)i 
3. Vmf = Vm 
F _ qL + VbA f 
4. J corr - + A + qt Vb 
where f is the liquid distribution coefficient and Vb is the rise-bubble velocity, 
which can be determined by correlations (see [4]). 
* for mist flow 
1. PJ = Pg 
N 
_ PgVsgD 
2. ltp = lni In = ln(Nne)i Re - ---=------"--
J.lg 
3. Vmf = V 8 g 
4. lcorr = 1.0 
* transition flow 
(dp) = S [(dp) ·] + M[(dp) ] dz f dz f slug dz f mist 
where the weighting factors S, Mare obtained by correlations (see [4]) 
• Hagerdorn and Brown method 
P! 1. P! = -; Ps = PLHL + Pg(l- HL) 
Psm 
N _PnVmD. ( )HL( )1-HL 2. ltp = lni In = ln(N Re)i Re - , J.ls = J.lL J.lg 
J.ls 
3. Vmf = Vm 
4. lcorr = 1.0 
2. Determination of elevation component 
• Beggs and Brill method 
• Orkiszewski method 
* for bubble flow 
* for slug flow 
(dpo) . dz el = gptp sm (J 
Ptp = Ps 
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* for mist flow 
* transition flow 
( dp) = S [(dp) ] + M[(dp) ] dz el dz . el slug dz el mist 
where the weighting factors S, Mare obtained by correlations (see [4]) 
• Hagerdorn and Brown method 
Ptp = Ps 
3. Determination of acceleration component 
( dpo) = _PtpVmVsg dPo dz ace Po dz 
• Beggs and Brill method 
Ptp = Ps 
• Orkiszewski method 
Ptp is determined in the same way as for the elevation component. 
• Hagerdorn and Brown method 
( dpo) - -o dz ace 
Appendix B. Determination of overall heat transfer coefficient 
The overall heat transfer coefficient of a fluid in a tube can be a combination 
of three components. They are convective heat losses between the flowing fluids 
and the tube wall, conductive losses through the wall and through any insulation 
or coating material, and conductive losses to the environment. For a buried tube, 
the overall heat transfer coefficient U can be expressed in the form: 
U= 1 
Rg +Rp+RJ 
where Rg = resistance to conductive heat transfer from the tube to the ground, 
Rp ::;= resistance to conductive heat transfer through the tube wall and coatings, 
RJ =resistance to convective heat transfer between the flowing fluid and the tube 
wall. 
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1. For the gas-lift annulus 
k ____ 1 __ 
rg - R, + R, + R I 
a. R 9 = f(t) where /(t) is a time-dependent, dimensionles~ function. 2k9 D2 
This function for intervals longer than a week can he expressed as: 
/(t) =-In( ~) -0.29 2 aoot 
r c = outer radius of casing; aQ = thermal diffusivity of the earth; t = time since 
well began flowing. 
b. R1 = D
2 
where Nu = 0.027Re0 ·8 Pr113 = Nusselt number; and 
k19 Nu 
Reynold number Re is calculated based on Dteq from (2.7) 
ln(ro(i)/ri(i)) 
c. Rp = L Rp(i) where Rp(i) = k /D 
2 p(i) 2 
2. for the section of producing tube below the injection point (where 
z > z9t) 
The calculation of k.,. is similar to the case of gas-lift annulus. But the outer 
diameter D 2 and the equivalent thermal diameter Dteq of gas-lift annulus must be 
replaced by the inner diameter D of producing tube. 
3. for the section of producing tube above the injection point (where 
Z < Zgl) 
a. R9 = 0 
b. Rp = ln(ro:ri) 
2kp D 
c. R1 = Rttug + Rfgsl 
1 kr=-----
Rg + Rp + RJ 
where Rjtub =resistance to convective heat transfer between the flowing fluid and 
the producing tube wall with Re based on inner diameter of the tube, R fgsl = 
resistance to convective heat transfer between the flowing injected gas and the 
producing tube wall with Re based on thermal equivalent diameter. 
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MQT THU~T TOAN XAC f>JNH f>ONG THOI PHAN BO 
AP SUAT VA NHIWr f>Q TRONG ONG KHAI THAC DAU 
VA TRONG V ANH KHUYEN GAS LIFT 
Bai bao dtra ra m9t thu;1.t toan xac d!nh dong thcri phan bo ap suat va nhi~t d9 
dong ch!y trong ong khai thac dau va dong ch!y ngugc cda khi trong vanh khuyen 
gaslift. Thu~t toan dva tren quy trinh l~p kep va phmmg phap "b£n". Vi~c tinh 
toan ap suat cua dong chay hai pha trong thu~t toan dva tren cac phmmg phap 
Beggs va Brills, Orkiszewski ho~c phmmg phap Hagedorn va Brown da dtrgc d.i 
tie'n. M9t Vl d'l;l tlnh toan so dtrgc trlnh bay d~ chtl-ng to kha nang ap d'l;lng cua 
thuat toan vao trong thtrc te'. 
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